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Safe sex may not be spelled out in fine print
VIC'liilc coiiduiii!» Ju prulccl
against STDs and AIDS, some
do not work as well as others
Kimberly Masculine
MUSTANG DAILY

Safe sex campaigns boast con
dom use, however, manufacturers
are not always telling the whole
truth about their products.
Sold at drugstores, in bathrooms
and handed out from health clinics,
condoms protect individuals
from
pregnancy
and
sexually-transmitted diseases
The use of condoms as a con
traceptive tool is taught in^f
school and widely advertised^
on television.
The Facts
Dr. Andrea Brauninger,
director of women’s health at
Cal Poly, said in her 29 years i
working at the health center,
there has definitely been a'
reduction of the number of STDs
due to condom use.
The two materials condoms are
most likely made of are latex and
polyurethane. Latex condoms are
the most highly tested for STD pre
vention hut can only he used with
water or silicone based lubricant.
Oil-based lubricants, including tal
cum powder and massage oils, will
cause deterioration of the latex

condoms. Polyuiclluinc condoms
are thinner and stronger than latex,
and can he used with oil-based
lubricants.
“If you’re allergic to latex,
chances are you won’t he allergic to
polyurethane,’’ Brauninger said.
Although condoms are designed
to protect against all STDs, they
cannot completely protect against
herpes, HIV, or syphilis because
those infections can affect areas not
covered by a condom.

*

Brauninger said
the only way to protect against
those infections is to always wear a
condom and to not have sexual
intercourse with someone who has
the infection during an outbreak.
Every few years, the people at
Consumer Reports test a variety of
condoms. They found that both
latex and polyurethane are effec-
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sensation
Cal Poly w om en’s health director
find their
condom.
breaking
“T h i s
points. Some condoms, such as condom uses a type of lubricant
Lifestyles Vihra-Rihhed condoms that is applied to both sides of the
had a high resistance to break condom so both partners can expe
ing. Many Trojan and Kimono rience the same effect that lasts for
brand condoms also had high about a minute,” Robinson said.
resistance.
Although these brands offer a
Consumer Reports listed the large selection, there are some
seven condoms that had the low things that the Trojan Man isn’t
est resistance to breaking. Six of telling consumers.
the seven condoms were variBoth Trojan and Lifestyle brands
ous styles.of the Trojan-hrand offer condoms that are lubricated
condoms, such as the Extra with a spermicidal lubricant called
Strength and Plus style con nonoxynol-9. This spermicidal
doms. When asked about lubricant kills sperm and is meant
the newest forms of testing of to aid in the prevention of preg
Trojan condoms, Tanya Robinson, nancy. Here’s the catch; Consumer
consumer relations for the compa Reports tested condoms and sper
ny that makes Trojan Condoms, micide in 1995. They found that
Church and Dwight Co., Inc., said although nonoxynol-9 does kill
each Trojan condom is air tested sperm in test tubes, it hasn’t
before it is packaged. A more showed favorable results in real-life
recent report has not been con use.
“There isn’t enough spermicide
ducted.
on the outside of a condom to pre
The Controversy
vent pregnancy,” Brauninger said.
All condoms come in a variety of
see Condoms, page 2

D ru g causes
death o f
\ ^ t u r a y o uth
Jamie Brady
MUSTANG DAILY

Three Ventura County adults have
been charged with the drug-related
death of 17-year-old Victoria “Tia”
Nugent, who was struck and killed hy
a car while walking naked on
Highway 101, Aug. 15.
Brian Mitchell and Alissa Ruef,
both 18, and Jonathan Martinez, 19,
have been charged with supplying
Nugent, a minor, with psychedelic
mushrooms the night she died.
Mitchell and Martinez have also
been charged with involuntary
manslaughter under the premise that
their actions contributed to Nugent’s
death. All three pleaded not guilty.
Bail was set for $55,000 for Mitchell
and Ruef and $50,000 for Martinez.
“1 want people to understand how
see Death, page 2

Jackson is topic
for university
discussion
Diane Scarponi
ASS(X;iATKD PRESS

Dexter Lawn site o f sexual assault exhibit
Kara Groth, a student co-coordi
nator of the SAFER program
and a political science junior
said.
Amanda Strachan
SAFER is an on-cam pus orga
MUSTANG DAILY
nization that works through-out
Over 100 pairs of shoes will the year to raise awareness about
decorate Dexter Lawn Sept 27 sexual assault, and also provides
through Oct. 6, for an art exhib support for victims.
The art exhibit, using shoes
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to
the
exhibit, put on by the Women’s trate and educate students on the
C enter
Sexual
Assault-free statistics of rape.
“One in four college women
Environment program, shoes will
be lined up in groups of four and are survivors o f rape or attem pt
placed row after row with one ed rape during their collegeshoe in every four painted red.
years,” Groth said.
“The variety of shoes present
T h t exhibit also aims to create
ed in our display represents all a personal awareness for students»
the different types o f people
“We want people to imagine
found on Cal Poly’s campus,” co-w orkers, friends classmates

Campus organization brings
issue o f rape among college
students to Dexter lawn

happen
to
anyone,” Tara
Thom pson co -coordinator o f
SAFER and a political science
junior said.
According to campus police,
there was one reported case in
2002 o f forced sexual assault at
Cal Poly, the assault reportedly
took place in a resident facility
on campus.
The W omen’s C enter also
hosts an event called Remember
Week in which, during years
past, red hands were painted
throughout campus everywhere
a sexual assault occurred.
Walking through some o f the
dorm parking lots reveals a
handful o f these hands that serve
as a chilling reminder that sexu
M A T T W E C H T E R MUSTANG DAILY al assault does happen on this
In past years the Women’s Center campus.
New statistics on the number
painted red hands to represent
o f crim es, including sexual
where sexual assaults occurred
assault that occurred on campus
and neighbors filling these shoes in 2003, should be made avail
and every fourth person a rape able through the campus police
survivor, and remember it can Web site by Oct. 1.

NEW HAVEN, Conn. - Michael
Jackson, frequently savaged in the
tabloid press, was picked apart hy
more rarified critics this week as
scholars gathered for a conference
on the pop star at Yale University.
Eighteen scholars from U.S. uni
versities discussed sexual, racial and
artistic aspects of Jackson’s life and
music in the first academic meeting
to study him.
Jackson “in many ways is the
see Jackson, page 2

ASSOCIATED PRESS

University professors examine the
sexual, racial, and artistic aspects
o f Michael Jackson’s life.
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Condoms
continued from page 2

“The lubricant has also been found
to increase inflammation (due to
use and bodily reaction) which
increases the chance of ^ettin^ a
sexually transmitted disease.”
Nonoxynol-9 is a chemical that
woiks by Jisluihing the cell mem
brane, which is how it makes sperm
inactive.
According» to Dave Mayer,
President of Mayer Labs which is the
company that makes Kimono brand
condoms, “We also know that there
were studies on nonoxynol-9 that
showed people who have sex and use
condoms with nonoxynal-9 fre-

Death
continuedfrvm page 2

you can become responsible when
you go to a party and start furnishing
psychedelic drugs,” Ryan Wright
Ventura County Deputy District
Attorney said.
The Ventura County Star report
ed that Nugent, a recent graduate
of Newbury Park High School, had
gone to a party the night before
and returned to her home with

Jackson
continued from page 2

black male crossover artist of the
20th century,” said Seth Clark
Silberman, who teaches about race
and gender at Yale. “He has grown
up in front of us, so we have a great

quently have a hij^her risk of ^ettinj»
HIV, AIDS or an STl if they are
already at a risk for these diseases.”
This hif^h risk is because
nonoxynol-9 is not protective
against STIs and causes di.sruption
of vaginal cell membranes, which
leads
to
inflammation.
Nonoxynol-9 also can increase the
risk of getting a urinary tract infec
tion, Mayer said.
“We don’t know that it
(nonoxynol-9) makes condoms
anymore effective as a contracep
tive,” Mayer said. “We are trying to
get our competitors to do the right
thing and get them off the shelf.”
Trojan and Lifestyle condoms do
have the warning “should not he

used more than once a day,” printed
on the boxes of the condoms that
contain nonoxynol-9, hut they con
tinue to sell them. Kimono con
doms and Durex-hrand condoms
are no longer available with
nonoxynol-9. When informed
about
the
con.sequences
of
nonoxynol-9, Eric Veium a engi
neering junior said, “Thar’s iinhelievahle, I don’t and won’t use con
doms with spermicide.”
“I can’t believe that the conse
quences of contraceptives like these
are not taught in sex education
classes,” Sara Trevino, a biology
senior, said. “1 think there should he
a lot of talk about protection.”

Resources
As condoms are advertised local
ly more, through Economic
Oppi)rtunity Commission’s Health
Clinics and Planned Parenthood,
abstinence also becomes a highly
talked about form of contraceptive.
“They, educators, teachers, and
politicians, need to focus on the
reality of the situation; that people
are not going to not have sex,”
Trevino said.
Cal Poly offers non-spermicidal
Kimono condoms for free in the
lower level of the health center.
“We balanced cost with breakage,
we get a lot of complaints if we offer
ones that break,” Brauninger said.
“I feel comfortable going and get

ting condoms from there and 1 think
it is great that school distributes
them for free,” Trevino said.
Center Director for Planned
Parenthood in San Luis Obispo
Yolanda Robles said they also offer
polyurethane or latex condoms, all
nonoxynol-9 free, at a discounted
price. The cost for three condoms is
$1.
“We have several patients that
come in to just pick up condoms,”
she said.
The EOC center located in San
Luis Obispo also gives out free con
doms to those with appointments.
Condoms can he purchased through
many Web sites directly related to
the companies that make them.

friends by 1 a.m. Nugent apparent
ly left her home during the night
and was walking alone on the high
way when she was hit around 3 a.m.
The driver of the vehicle was not
cited.
The toxicology report has not
been released to the media; however,
Wright said it’s a fairly clear how
much she ttxrk after examining her
stomach contents, the potency of a
drug like mushrexims can never he
determined, Wright said.
Psychedelic mushrcxims contain

the chemical psilrKyhin, which can
cause hallucinations after ingestion,
according to the National Drug
Intelligence Center Web site.
Two people who wished to remain
nameless said that a person never
really knows how a trip with mushnxnns is going to he, people also tend
to take more than they should when
they are new to the drug.
Frank Warren, who- oversees pre
vention programs at San Luis Obispo
County Drug and Alcohol Services,
said that mushrcxims haven’t been a

huge problem with college students
at Cal Poly.
“We are mostly seeing mushnxims
in the younger ages at high schcx)l
level,” Warren said. “They like to do
experimentation, hut mushrcxims can
affect your brain make-up and make
you think you can do things you
can’t.”
TTe biggest problem with college
students is alcohol and marijuana,
Warren said.
Hearings for the three adults have
been set for October and November.

Many have mixed feelings whether or
not they should he held responsible
for her death.
“This is not about punishment,”
Wright said, “It’s about being held
responsible for giving drugs to a
minor. Sadly for Ms. Nugent her reac
tion to the mushrcxrms was not agree
able.”
Almost 400 of Nugent’s friends
and family attended her memorial
service in Thousand Oaks last
month. She was buried in St. Louis,
MO., where she grew up.

investment in him, even though
some people today may find his
image disturbing.”
The two-day conference avoided
details of the child molestation
case against Jackson in California,
but it did look at how the media
has reported on the case. Jackson
pleaded not guilty in April to child

molestation
and
conspiracy
charges. His trial is scheduled for
Jan. 31.
Since his days as a child star,
Jackson has made his image increas
ingly strange and contrary to sexual
and racial expectations, Silberman
said. Panelists discussed Jackson’s
plastic surgery and his skin tone

change from dark to light (which
Jackson says is due to a condition
called vitiligo.)
Todd Gray, Jackson’s personal
photographer for four years,
described how Jackson asked him to
retouch photos to make him appear
lighter-skinned.
Record
executives
wanted

Jackson to appear ma.sculine in pho
tos, while Jackson preferred pictures
of himself kissing animals or hugging
the Mickey Mouse mascot at
Disneyland, Gray said.
“He’s contributed to the national
discussion of race and gender, and
that is an invaluable topic for all of
us to discuss,” she said.
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Hurricane Jeanne ravages H onda
mainland to the Atlantic
coast’s barrier islands were
flooded and impassable.
Houses, condominiums
and other buildings lost roofs,
and a deserted community
center in Jensen Beach was
destroyed.
A mattress floated through
a neighborhood in Vero
Beach, where at least a foot
of water rushed through
some streets.
Gov. jeb Bush sought to
reassure weary Floridians.
“This will become a
SCO TT FISHER ASSOUAIEO PRESS memory,” he said.“This does
come to an end, and when it
Frank Demonstranti walks through the remains of his mobile home park in
does we can probably use the
Lake Park, Fla., Sunday, after Hurricane Jeanne. Demonstranti had just
term ‘normal’ again.”
bought the unoccupied home for his daughter.
Seawater submerged the
owner joe Stawara. “And just when bottom floor of condominiums on
Deborah Hastings
ASSIX:IATEI) PRESS
we start to turn the corner, this hap Hutchinson Island, where Josh
pens.”
Lumberson rode out the storm.
H U TCH IN SO N
ISLAND,
The hurricanes have prompted
The parking lot was under five
Fla.— Hurricane Jeanne — the lat
the largest relief effort in the Federal feet of sand and water, and sand rose
est in a relentless parade of hurri
Emergency Management Agency’s to the kitchen cabinets inside firstcanes to pound Florida, sliced across
history, eclipsing responses for the floor condos. The ocean, once 75
the state Sunday with howling wind
1994 earthquake in Northridge, yards away, lapped at the foundation.
and rain, turning streets into rivers,
Calif., and the 2001 terrorist attacks,
“It sounded like the whole build
peeling otT roofs and rocketing
director
Michael
Brown
said.
ing
was coming down,” Lumberson
debris from earlier storms through
“You’re going to have some areas said.
the air.
“You could hear every metal
At least three people died in the that have been hit once, twice and
sometimes
maybe
three
times.”
screw
coming out of the walls.”
storm, which came ashore in the
As the wind subsided, the clang of
same area hit by Frances three weeks Brtmn said.
“That’s verv frustrating, I know, metal siding could still be heard on
earlier. More than 1.5 million homes
for
those who live in those commu the barrier island.
and businesses were without power.
Jeanne made landfall as a
The devastating fourth punch to nities,” he said.
Frances was larger, while Charley Category 3 hurricane with winds
the state m just six weeks was an
and
Ivan were more powerful. But up to 120 mph just befoR* midnight
ordeal no state has endured since
Jeanne was bad enough; once again Saturday at Hutchinson Island, 35
1886, when Texas was the target.
And the hurricane season still has sending the Sunshine State into a miles north of West Palm Beach.
state of emergency.
Frances struck in almost the same
two months to go.
Rain
blew
sideways,
light
poles
spot.
“The last three weeks have been
horrific.” said mobile home park fell and some bridges from the
Once inland, Jeanne’s 4(M)-mile

diameter system trudged across the
state, passing northeast of Tampa. It
then headed toward the Panhandle,
where some 80,()00 people were still
without electricity because of Ivan,
which struck 10 days earlier.
Max Mayfield, director of the
National Hurricane CX-nter in
Miami, described the similar paths of
Jeanne and Frances as perhaps
unprecedented.
The toll from the latest storm
extended as far north as Daytona
Beach, where the famous beach was
ravaged by erosion, and south to
Miami, where one person was elec
trocuted after touching a downed
power line.
Two people died when the SUV
they were driving plunged into a
lake beside the Sawgrass Expressway
south of Boca Raton.
Jeanne’s predecessors killed at least
70 people and caused billions of dol
lars in damage.
In St. Lucie County, north of
West Palm Beach, police rescued five

families when the hurricane’s eye
passed over late Saturday, including a
wheelchair-bound couple in their
90s whose mobile home collapsed
around them, emergency operations
spokeswoman Linette Irabulsy said.
Single-engine planes flipped over
at Palm Beach International
Airport.
At C'ape C.anaveral, the third hur
ricane to hit NASA’s spaceport in
just over a month blew out more
panels and left more gaping holes in
the massive shuttle assembly build
ing.
More than 3,000 National Guard
troops were also deployed to aid
relief efforts.
State officials said 59,000 people,
many with homes already damaged
by Frances, rode out Jeanne in shel
ters. Jeanne followed Charley, which
struck Aug. 13 and devastated
southwest Florida; Frances, which
struck Labor Day weekend; and
Ivan, which ravaged the western
Panhandle Sept. 16.

MATTHEW RATAjCZAK A sstx lATU) PRESS

Ricky Gould, 14, sits on the curb of what used to be the Jensen
Beach Community Center Sunday, in Jensen Beach, Fla., after
Hurricane Jeanne destroyed the building.
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lA communities fear loss o f hospital

W est C oast Trail
Michelle M organte
ASSO( lA U l) 1‘RISS

SAN DIEC'.O — f-orget (iPS or
oven a woll-doiinod map. The most
important guide tor two hikers
making the first known eontinuoiis
trek of the l,S()()-mile West Coast
Trail is the Earth’s original satellite.
“The moon — it really decides
our path,” Nate Olive said.
Olive and his partner Sarah Janes
have closely watched the lunar phas
es since setting out from Cape
Flattery, at the northwest tip of
Washington, June H.
“Full moons are special because
Mother Nature draws back the tidal
curtains, revealing pools filled with
sea life,” Olive said.
Hut those wide tidal fluctuations
can also mean the difference
between a walk on the beach or
wading.
On Tuesday, about a half-hour
after the tide hits its 4 p.m. low and
allows them to walk past the mouth
of the Tijuana Kiver, Olive and Janes
expect to reach the end of their trail
— the fence marking the U.S.Mexico border.
After 3 1/2 months of hikes aver
aging nearly 20 miles a day, most of
it next to the Pacific Ocean, the
couple expect they’ll need some
time to adjust to the non-walking
world.
“We’re so used to waking up
every day and walking,” Olive said
Saturday during ^a respite in San
Diego. “We’ve thought about that
d.iy when we reach Mexico and
they’ll be no more miles to walk. It’s
going to be hard. Hut at the same
time, we're excited,” he said.
Olive, 28, of Atlanta and Janes, 23,
of Slidell, La., are ecologists with the
National Park Service who are on a
break from work during their long
distance hike, which follows their
2,650-mile trek of the Pacific Crest
Trail along the spine of the Cascades
and the Sierra Nevada, and Olive’s
completion of the Appalachian Trail,
stretching 2,170 miles from Maine
to Georgia.
The two, who met at the
University of Georgia, hope to pro
mote and mark the West Coast Trail,

parts of which arc not yet linked, for
the Portland, C'ire.-based National
C'oast Trail Association. About 190
of 200 miles of the trail are marked
in Washington; 3.50 of 400 miles in
C')regon; half of the 1,200 miles in
C'alifornia.
The pair are also documenting
the trip online and Olive is writing
a book, “Dancing thel'idal Line.”
A1 LePage, executive director for
the association, has walked the trail
m three separate legs, but knows of
no other hikers to finish the journey
in one trip. It’s unlikely that
American Indians, or even early day
explorers, did so because the route
was not practical for food collection
and other reasons, according to
LePage. A solo hiker attempting the
feat is about two months behind
Olive and Janes.
Olive made his first long hike, the
Appalachian Trail in 2001, when a
buddy was inspired to do so after
surviving a serious car crash.
The trips are inexpensive and
offer scenery inaccessible by car or
bicycle. They also provide chance
encounters with locals and a medi
tative experience that Olive and
Janes say enhances their connection
with nature and themselves.
In one online journal entry, Olive
wrote,“We live in a country that has
largely forgotten how to walk.
People act as if long-distance hiking
trails are a phenomenon. How
quickly we have forgotten that the
car has only been around'for 100
years!
Their journey down the Pacific
coast has taken them from wilder
ness and rain forest, past “fairy tale”
scenes of trees sprouting from rock
towers in the sea, to urban Southern
California, where the two were
sometimes mistaken for homeless
wanderers.
A trip through Marine Corps
Hase Camp Pendleton last week
paired Olive and Janes with two
Marines recently returned from the
war in Iraq. The couple said they
related well to their escorts, agreeing
they all feel a bit misplaced in soci
ety after being reshaped by their
experiences.
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Watts, the site o f one o f the
South Los Angeles hospital —
located in the center o f the city’s nation’s deadliest race riots, is
violence-scarred gang neighbor immediately to the north.
Compton, a city long troubled by
hood — may close
poverty and gang violence, is
Ryan Pearson
located to the south and east. The
ASSIH lATFl) I’RESS
two nearest parks are known as
ingérons gang hangouts.
I ( ’»S ANGFI FS — When three
Supervisors and ctuinty health
bullets ripped into Jose V^asquez’s
orticials say the trauma center is
back and leg during a Crompton
sapping manpower and resources
street gang confrontation, para
from the troubled medical center
medics whisked him to a familiar
that houses it and must be shut
refuge less than a mile away.
down. King/Drew has been
Vasquez was born in the Martin
ordered to correct its problems
Luther King, Jr./Drew Medical
quickly or face loss of accreditation
('enter. He had returned there and S2()0 million in federal fund
often over the years to be present as ing.
several of his friends died of gun
Outraged neighbors and harried
shot wounds. And now, on a sum paramedics worry that closing the
mer evening in 1995, he expected center would delay swift treatment
to join them.
for needy patients, and could mean
“1 thought 1 was dead,” said the dift'erence between life and
Vasquez, 26, recalling his seven
death.
hours in the trauma center. He had
“People are probably going to
blacked out at one point, noticing
end up dying,” paramedic Richard
only the stiff brace placed around
Sandeman said during a break
his neck and a vague white light
across the street from the medical
above him.
center, a sprawling cluster of build
“Then I heard people coming in
ings where some entrances are
and I knew I was alive,” he said.
The hospital, located in the heart guarded by metal detectors.
of South Los Angeles’ most endur Sandeman stops at the trauma unit
ing gang battlefield, may become about once a day with badly injured
the neighborhood’s latest casualty. patients, mostly gunshot victims.
The center is the second-busiest
The county Hoard of Supervisors
in
Los Angeles O ninty and handles
voted 3-1 Tuesday to begin a
process to close it, with final more bullet injuries than any of the
county’s 12 others, (ninshots can
approval expected in November.
The trauma center is particularly be heard from its front doors.
The center’s nurses say they rec
well situated for the work doctors
ognize “regulars” who get shot fre
do there.

quently, and gang members reluc
tant to call authorities have been
known to dump bleeding friends
at the doorstep without even
speaking to a nurse.
With the closure, such drop-offs
would either be given priority at
the emergency room — which
already handles 47,UOU pauenis a
year — or the victims would have
to be moved to another trauma
unit, someihing that would waste
precious minutes before treatment
could begin.
“Some of these people, they’re
shot 18 times, 19 times ... and
blood is everywhere,” Kathleen
Fliggins, a per-diem trauma inten
sive-care nurse said..
“Had they gone somewhere else,
mostly likely they would have died.
And we do get a lot of patients that
come in like that,” Higgins said.
Joe Rodriguez still has a .25caliber bullet lodged inside his
stomach that was delivered by a
rival gang member in 1991.
Police officers placed him in a
body bag, he said, before para
medics arrived and rushed him to
the King/Drew trauma center.
“1 seen nothing but darkness,
but 1 just heard people talking to
me still,” the 36-year-old South
Cíate man recalled.
“ I could hear my parents crying
and everything. ...They said 1 died
for a few seconds,” he said.
“It's a good hospital,”Rodriguez
continued. “They saved n ^ life
over here.”
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Schwarzen^^ei^s bill signings
test œnservadves’ support
Beth Pouhy
ASStX IATEIl I'RENS

SAN FKANCISCO— The Kev.
Lou Sheldon wasn’t thrilled when
Ciov. Arnold Schwarzenegger signed
legislation requiring health insur
ance policies to olTer equal coverage
to partners of gay and lesbian work
ers.
Sheldon, a conservative activist
and president of the Anaheiin-based
Traditional Values CjDalition, grew
more upset after Schwarzenegger
approved legislation allowing hypo
dermic needles to be sold with no
prescription as a way to slow the
spread of AIDS.
But then, when Schwarzenegger
approved a bill Wednesday to expand
the definition of hate crimes —
which conservatives fear will lead to
prosecutions of those who condemn
homosexuality — Sheldon declared
war.
“Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger
must not be too troubled by what
he’s called ‘girlie men’ because he’s
just signed a bill into law that main
tains ‘sex’ in California to include
drag queens, cross-dressers and
transsexuals,’’ Sheldon announced in
a
written
statement.
“Schwarzenegger has sided with the
homosexual and drag queen lobby
in muddying the biological realities
of male and female.’’
While Schwarzenegger has billed
himself a social moderate since the
beginning of his improbable politi
cal career, Sheldon isn’t the only
conservative activist steamed over

the celebrity governor’s first-everround of bill signings. From gay
rights to AIDS prevention to the
environment and gun safety,
Schwarzenegger has adopted posi
tions that are far outside of the GOP
orthodoxy — and even to the left of
some Democrats.
S(' far, Schwarzenegger has fash
ioned himself an environmentalist,
signing tougher auto smog restric
tions, creating Sierra Nevada conser
vancy, reducing cruise ship pollution
and allowing hybrid cars to drive in
coveted freeway car pool lanes. He’s
approved legislation banning the sale
of high-powered .50 caliber BMC»
rifles over the objection of the
California ‘ Rifle
and
Pistol
Association.
He’s enacted the most permissive
parole system in recent state history,
releasing a record 48 murderers
serving life sentences. And the clean
needle legislation, which is being
hailed by AIDS activists, was twice
vetoed by his Democratic predeces
sor, Gray Davis.
“My administration supports this
measure because it will prevent the
spread of HIV, hepatitis and other
blood-borne diseases among injec
tion drug users, their sexual partners
and their children,” Schwarzenegger
said in a statement.
His supporters say conservatives
shouldn’t be surprised by any of this
— that his moderate views on social
issues were well known during last
year’s historic recall election and that
voters chose him mostly because of

his promise to restore fiscal disci
pline in Sacramento.
Meanwhile, analysts chalk it up to
smart politics.
“The governor enjoys very high
popularity and can take some risks,”
said Mark Baldassare, polling direc
tor for the Public Policy Institute of
C'alifornia, whose latest poll shows
61 percent of ('alifornians approve
of the job Schwarzenegger is doing.
“But he is also a Republican gov
ernor who recognizes that most
C’alifornia voters are Democrats and
independents, and to continue to
receive high approval from public,
he needs to reach out beyond the
conservative roots of his party,”
Baldassare said.
To be sure, no one is going to
accuse Schwarzenegger of being a
latter-day Jerry Brown. He has also
shot down bills raising the minimum
wage and granting driver’s licenses
to illegal immigrants, and has come
out against a ballot initiative requir
ing employers to provide health
coverage for uninsured workers.
Those vetoes and others led Steve
Maviglio, a spokesman for AssemblyDemocrats,
to
deride
Schwarzenegger as “Pete Wilson
with biceps.”
But that still doesn’t placate con
servative activists, many of whom
gathered on the steps of the state
Capitol Friday to protest what they
billed as Schwarzenegger’s repudia
tion of the conservative voters who
helped sweep him into office.
“It is sad and disappointing to

pro-family voters and conservatives
to see how the governor has
infringed on free speech, promoted
drug use, expanded the transsexual
agenda, undermined marriage and is
paroling a record high number of
murderers into our neighborhoods,”
said Randy Thomasson of the
Campaign for C’alifornia Families.
In an interview, C'huck Michel of
the C'alifornia Rifle and Ifistol
Association called Schwarzenegger’s
decision to ban BMCi rifles “disturb
ing,” as well as his past support for
the federal assault weapons ban that
expired earlier this month.
“Schwarzenegger coming into
office gave a lot of hope to people,
because we were dealing with Gov.
Davis, who was becoming more and
more extreme, signing everything in
sight,” Michel said. “Some of that
hope was dashed.”
For his part, Sheldon reminisced
fondly about Schwarzenegger’s
speech at the Republican National
Convention, where he thrilled dele
gates by thundering his commit
ment to the party-’s conservative
principles — praising Richard
Nixon, slamming the United
Nations and implying that only
Republicans care about “terminat
ing” terrorism.
“His speech at the GOB conven
tion, as good as it was for the party,
just doesn’t carry the teeth,” Sheldon
said. “Everyone loves his image in
the movies, but the movies are over
and we’re dealing with the realityshow now,” he said.
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Car
bom bs
w ound
soldiers
in Iraq
Fisnik Abrashi
ASSIH lATEI) I'RESS

BAGHDAD. Iraq — Two car
bombs wounded American and
Iraqi troops west of the capital
Sund.iy and a few hours later the
U.S. military announced the
arrest of a senior Iraqi National
Guard commander on suspicion
of ties to insurgents, underscor
ing the challenges to building a
strong Iraq security service capa
ble of restoring stability.
The two attackers who died in
the twin blasts tried to ram their
cars into a National Guard base
in Kharma, a town on the out
skirts of the insurgent stronghold
of Fallujah.a U..S. military official
said on condition of anonymity.
The number of U.S. and Iraqi
casualties was not immediately
clear, but a statement from the
U.S. Marines said there were no
serious injuries among American
troops at the base.
The National Guard is the
centerpiece of U.S. plans to turn
over security responsibilities after
elections slated for January and
guardsmen have been targeted
repeatedly by insurgents who are
trying to undermine Iraq’s inter
im government and drive out
the U.S-led coalition.
But the threat may not only
come fmm outside the force,
(iuard Brig. Cien.Talib al-l.ahibi,
who previously served as an
infantry officer in Saddam
Hussein’s army, was detained
Thursday in the province of
Diyala, northeast of Baghdad, a
U.S.
military
statement
announced.
The statement pnn-ided no
details, but said he was suspected
of having links to militants who
have been attacking coalition
and Iraqi forces for 17 months.
Al-Lahibi was the acting head of
the Iraqi National Guard for
Diyala province, said Maj. Neal
O ’Brien, spokesman for the U.S.
Army’s 1st Infantry Division.
Meanwhile, an Egyptian
diplomat and two British
Muslim leaders urged religious
leaders here to help secure the
release of hostages.
Egyptian official Farouq
Mabrouk sought help for six
Egyptian telecommunications
workers abducted with four
Iraqis last week.
Mabrouk refused to speak to
reporters after his 30-minute
meeting with Harith al-Dhari,
who heads the Association of
Muslim Scholars, a conservative
organization that has helped win
the release of other foreign cap
tives.
Gunmen abducted two of the
Egyptians on Thursday in a raid
on their firm’s Baghdad office —
the latest in a string of kidnap
pings targeting engineers work
ing on rebuilding Iraq.
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Hispanics in a heated
debate for the vote
Lucas Flores
UNIVERSITY DAILY

YOUR
CO LU M N
H ERE
Want to be a
Mustang Daily
columnist?
Do you have a
good topic to
write about?
Come by the
Mustang Daily office
(Building 26, R oom 226)
or call 756-1796
Ask for Emily or Allison

LUBBOCK,Texas — It is Hispanic Heritage Month,
and all over America, people are celebrating the many
accomplishments of Hispanics.This month is a time for
Hispanics to show pride in their culture and heritage.
It is hard being a Hispanic in the United States,
because, as a group, we sometimes are forgotten. In
issues of race, we are often overlooked.
Most of the attention paid to Hispanics is negative.
The only time Hispanics are seen in the media is when
a prominent Hispanic is in a hit movie, legal trouble or
when Jennifer Lopez is getting married.
Yes, Lopez’s many marriages do give a Hispanic much
attention, but as often as i<- may seem, it is not enough.
But this is beginning to change.
As the Hispanic population grows, so does our power.
We are gaining power as consumers and citizens. More
and more, Hispanics are getting attention. I have seen
and heard many television and radio advertisements tar
geting Hispanics.
These ads are for many different products, ranging
hum clothing to cars.
Some of the ads are in Spanish, but the majority are
in English. These ads are not only on the Spanish televi
sion stations, they also are on many of the Englishspeaking networks. During this election year, we also are
attracting the attention of the two main political parties.
Republicans and Democrats alike are coming after our
votes, even though we may as well be invisible when no
campaigns are being run. In politics, whenever Hispanics
are mentioned, it usually has to do with immigration.
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Now, the two major presidential candidates, George
W. Bush and John Kerry, are talking about other issues
that involve Hispanics.
According to news reports. Bush will make a speech
at the Hispanic Heritage Month Concert in the White
House, while Kerry will speak at the Congressional
Hispanic Caucus Institute’s 27th Annual Gala Dinner.
Both are trying hard to get the support from
Hispanics because the poll margins are small. More
Hispanics are registering to vote, and more and more
Hispanics are researching the candidates.
Though many reports have much of the Hispanic
vote going to Kerry, many more Hispanics are undecid
ed on whom to support.
Reports say the nearly 40 million Hispanics living in
the United States have had growing influence in US.
elections. The same reports say Hispanics are especially
important this year because many live in four states con
sidered key to the November vote — Florida, Arizona,
New Mexico and Nevada.
This gives Hispanics even more power, but puts a big
ger bull’s eye on our backs. Just imagine how much of a
target the Hispanics in Florida are.

f o l i t k :s

Com ic strip bites at Hispanic strat^ es
Andrea Almond
ASS(X:iATEI) PRESS

LOS ANGELES •— The cock
roach isn’t swallowing the pre-elec
tion rhetoric.
You
can
be
Democrat,
Republican, it doesn’t matter. If you
drag out sombrenis and piñatas to
court Hispanic voters — and then
forget the nation’s largest minority
group after Election Day — the
cockroach will lash out.
But he’ll also try to make you
laugh along the way.
The cockroach is Chicano hipster
Cuco Rocha, the main character in
“La Cucaracha,” the only politically
edgy Hispanic-themed comic strip
in US. newspapers today and one in
a growing number of strips more
editorial than comic.
He’s militant, self-righteous and
mad. And, through national syndica
tion on the daily funny pages, the
cockroach and his jalapeno-hot
political satire are crawling into mil
lions of homes.
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Creator and artist Lalo Alcaraz
uses the roach to lambast President
Bush, challenger “Juan” Kerry and
pretty much anyone else in between.
Cuco Rocha watches MTV
“Voto Latino” shows and calls
whites “gringos.” His thin whiskers
tensed, in a recent strip the roach
encounters a Kerry ’04 campaign
volunteer surveying “What’s on the
minds of the Latino voter.” Looking
doubtful, Cuco replies, “ Most
Latinos are against the war.” The
eager young aide writes down
“immigration.”
“The parties ... have a very shal
low approach to Latinos,” says
Alcaraz, a “disgruntled Democrat”
by his own account. “Mariachi
music does not make up for an
actual plan on helping Latino com
munities.”
He swivels in a chair in his 2.S-by25-foot studio cluttered with pho
tographs. comic strips and cucaracha
prints bulging from a cardboard box
on the floor. A Che Guevara poster
he’s modified with Bush’s face above
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the words “Freedumb Fighter” hangs
on the wall; a mini Mexican flag is
draped over the sink.
Because he gets hate mail and
death threats, he calls this his secret
bunker “somewhere in Los Angeles.”
The Fresno Bee, which pegs its
readership at about one-third
Hispanic, pulled “La CTicaracha”
after receiving a barrage of protests
from readers who considered it racist
to suggest a roach speaks for
Hispanics.
In San Diego, where Alcaraz grew
up, readers of the Union-Tribune
have objected to his “pro-Hispanic
immigrant” slant, and urged editors
to move the strip into the opinion
section. But Chris Lavin, the editor
who
oversees
Union-Tribune
comics, defended Alcaraz and his
“take-no-prisoners style” in a col
umn last year.
More than KM) other newspapers,
including the Los Angeles Times,
Houston Chronicle and Chicago
Sun-Times
also
carry
“La
Cucaracha.”
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Student 'wins 24-hour, $10,000 shopping spree
Kimberly Masculine
M USÎANC DAIIY

What would you do with
SIO.OOO 1 hat’s a c|uestion |un
Liang C;hen, a senior co.nputer
engineering student, faced
on
Friday, Sept. 24 at .t:3U p.ni. Anyone
was eligible to win as long as they
lived in or h ul toured an apartment
at the Mustang Village complex.
A surprised ('hen exclaimed
“Oh damn, that’s me!” when his
name was called over the loud
speaker.
First Worthing, the company that
owns University Housing Mustang
Village, gave ,iw,iy the SH>,(>(»(I with
the stipulation that it be spent
within 24 hours. Whatever was left
would go back to University
Flousing.
jun Liang Chen, a senior computer engineering student, was in

the crowd and heard his name
called out as the winner.
"I was kind of dazed, I wasn’t
even i^oing to go but then my
friend convinced me to go,” Cdien

usualK I don’t do this stuff because
the chances are low.”
He ended up staying for the
pizza and to see what was going on
outside his apartment.
After pictures and a glimpse of
the S20 bills in the briefcase hand
cuffed to his own personal guard,
courtesy of Homar Security, Cdien
was whisked off in a Stardust
Ouises linio, filled with champagne and snacks, to be taken to
wherever his wallet wanted. A film
crew went along to document his
adventure so he could dispel any
doubts about his luck. The video
will also be used for promotional
use at open houses and events at
Mustang Village.
“At first I thought
I should pay off rent
or some loans, but
then 1 saw the film
crew and thought
that would be bor
ing,” Chen said.
So, he headed to
Best Buy and Circuit
City, and then ended
the night with din
ner for everyone in
the limo at the C^live
Garden. He spent all
the money in four or
five hours but claims
it would have been
quicker if dinner
didn’t take so long.
He purchased com
puter equipment, an
ionic
air purifier,
three iPods, a digital
camera and more.
MATT WF.CHTF.R M i'M A N i. DAM Y The largest item he
Jun Liang Chen throws his hands up in the air in purclused was a .30excitement after hearing the DJ call his name.
inch high definition
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MATT W EC H TE R MUSTANU DAll Y

Computer engineering senior Jun Liang Chen, second from left, stands in front of his ‘party bus’ with Wild
106 DJ Eric Sean, the bus driver and a security guard with a briefcase o f money handcuffed to his wrist.
plasma TV, which he sent home to
his mom as a surprise.
“The only thing I gave thought to
was the TV,” Chen said.
The giveaway was the brainchild
of Jason White, community manager
of Mustang Village.
“The spirit of it is how many
times in your life are you going to
get $1(),()()0?,” White said.
First Worthing has done a large
money giveaway before at one of
their other student housing com
plexes but White said the communi
ty response didn’t happen there like
it did here.
Wild 1()6 (KWWV) announced
the winner live from Mustang
Village during their Friday after
noon bixYadcast. They gave away
other prizes like sweatshirts from
Esteem Surf'Co., spa packages from
Bliss d.iy spa, pizza from Woodstock’s
Pizza. Cd)’s from Wild 10(i, and a
mountain bike from Foothill
(A’clerv.
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E ssentialA lbum : Dave Matthews Band

Before These Crowded Streets
Natasha Toto
MUSTANi. DAIIY

After seeing over 30 shows, I still
count down the days until I get to
see Dave Matthews Band play live.
It moves beyond being just about
one night or one set list. It is the
entire experience. The road trips
and friendships made, exploring
new places and the late night
insanity are just a few things that
draw me to the shows year after
year.
In my humble opinion. The
Dave Matthews Band is the most
groundbreaking rock group of this
generation. If forced to narrow it
down, the band’s single greatest
album would be “Before These
Cmwded Streets.”
This 1998 studio recording
should be an essential part of any
quality music collection.
From
their harmonious sound, to the
power of their lyrics, this album has
it all.
“Don’t Drink the Water” is one
o f the standout tracks.
Dave
expresses his concern for the
Native Americans that were perse

cuted by the settlers. Besides the
music and sound, this tune is sung
with so much emotion that it is
runs chills down your spine.
Moments after “Don’t Drink the
Water” concludes, the music picks
up into the next track, “Stay.” Even
after the intensity of “Don’t Drink
the Water,” the mood o f the
album's uplifted with “Stay’s”
cheerful beat.
These two tracks are only a taste
of what “Before These Crowded
Streets” has to offer. There is no
filler on this album — every song is
something to look forward to.
W hether you prefer CDs or
MP3s, this album’s greatness can be
compared to the classics of the past.
C^n my shelf, “ Before These
Crowded Streets” sits next to The
Beatles, Led Zeppelin, Pink Floyd,
and The Grateful Dead.
Part of the brilliance of The
Dave Matthews Band is how they
utilize many instruments. The
musicians that make up this group
consist of a vocalist, guitarist,
drummer, saxophonist, bassist,
pianist, and violinist. At first glance
it seems like all the sounds would

Mike Holt, California market
director for University Housing
Mustang Village, said in the two
years that he has been here he has
been battling negative impressions
of what Mustang Village is.
“We wanted to get people to
come here and see the furniture, to
raise the bar of what is considered
student housing,” Holt said.
“All of the student housing by
First Worthing are nice and above
and beyond,” White said. “ Mustang
Village needed to be brought back
up there.”
New furniture came in this year
and includes black leather couches
and new table and chairs. White
said they are trying to get the
whole complex set up with wire
less connections by next year. “We
are going out with a full residents
life program similar to the dorms
but without the campus restric
tions,” White said.

Fans of the Dave Matthews Band
often consider 1998’s ‘Before
These Crowded Streets,’ abo've,
one of their best albums.
be overwhelming. Somehow, the
band brings it all together to pro
duce an astonishingly natural
sound.
The first step in becoming a
DMB fan, however, is listening to
what I think is one o f the greatest
albums ever made. “Before These
Crowded Streets” is a record every
one should own. Buy it, download
it, or just borrow it from a friend,
because I guarantee you will be
hooked.

I.

50” H D TV Plasma TV

2. External hard drive
3. External DVD burner
4. Ionic breeze air purifier
5. Printer/copier/scanner
6. Sound card
7.

Three iPods

8. DVD player
9. Paper shredder
10. Five Megapixel camera
II. Headphones
12. Answering machine
13. Dinner for eight at the
Olive Garden

Judge O Ks live b o o d ^
Erin McClam
.AVVX lATED PRESS
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His Receipts

NEW YORK — A federal judge
Friday struck down a 1994 law
banning the sale of bootleg record
ings of live music, ruling the law
unfairly grants “seemingly perpet
ual protection” to the original per
formances.
U.S. District Judge Harold Baer
Jr. dismissed a federal indictment of
Jean Martignon, who runs a
Manhattan mail-order and Internet
business that sells bootleg record
ings.
Baer found the bootleg law was
written by Congress in the spirit of
copyright law, which protects writ
ing for a period of time, typically
for the life of the author and 70
years after the author’s death.
But the judge said the bootleg
law, which was passed “primarily to
cloak artists with copyright protec
tion,” could not stand because it
places no time limit on the ban.
Baer also noted that copyright
law protects “fixed” works, such as
books or recorded music releases,
while bootlegs are of live perfor
mances.
A
grand
jury
indicted
Martignon in CXtober 2003 for
selling “unauthorized recordings of

live performances by certain musi
cal artists through his business.”
The
business.
Midnight
Records, once had a store in
Manhattan but now operates solely
by mail and Internet. It sells hun
dreds of recordings and specializes
in rock artists.
An
e-mail
message
to
Martignon was not immediately
returned.
Megan Gaffney, a spokeswoman
for the Manhattan U.S. attorney,
said federal prosecutors were
“reviewing the decision and will
evaluate what steps ought to be
taken going forward.”
The
Recording
Industry
Association of America, a trade
group that fights piracy and boot
legging, disagreed with the ruling.
The decision “stands in marked
contrast to existing law and prior
decisions that have determined that
Congress was well within its con
stitutional authority to adopt legis
lation that prevented trafficking in
copies of unauthorized recordings
o f live performances,” RIAA
spokesman Jonathan Lamy said.
The bootleg law calls for prison
terms of up to five years for first
offenders and 10 years for second
offenders, plus fines.
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G et a hangover and cure it at M ustang Alley
New bar on Foothill Boulevard
has friendly atmosphere and
offers breakfast, lunch, dinner
and peanuts with every drink
Christina Joslin
MUSTANC DAILY

Having had an exceptional siininier. Mustang Alley is ready to greet
this year’s students with excellent
service and even better drinks.
The coffeehouse and bar, located
on Foothill Boulevard, takes pride in
its ability to already have generated a
regular crowd and is anxious to have
an even larger crowd now that ('al
Boly has started.
“There’s nothing better than
walking into a bar and having the
bartender know your name and
know your favorite drink,” Paul

Hanges, morning manager of
Mustang Alley and a business senior,
said. “It sets us apart from everyone
else.”
Mustang Alley, which is open
from 6 a.m. to 2 a.m., has become
the popular place to have a quiet
drink before or after going down
town.
“There’s a big difference between
going to a bar to get drunk and
going to a bar to hang out,” Hanges
said. “We stnvv to be the latter of
the two.”
C'onsidered to be Ckil Poly’s unof
ficial off campus bar, everything
from drinks to food are marked
down to reasonable prices. Most
beers cost $2..SO to S.S..SO, while
most mixed drinks cost S.S..SO to
$4.50. Beers available include;
Firestone,
Budweiser,
Coors,
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The new Mustang Alley bar and coffee .shop, located on Foothill
Boulevard near Club 24 , makes it easy to get that post-class cocktail.

Michelob Ultra, Corona,Tecate, etc.
The local coffeehouse and bar
offers the students of Cal Boly and
Cuesta along with the San Luis
Obispo community a casual feel
with their extended patio, allowing
for the alcoholic bewrages to legal
ly be indulged t)utside without
worries of an open container tick
et.
“The atmosphere at the Alley is
awesome,” psychology senior Karen
Bohall said. “A huge part of it is the
outside patio anil the friendliness of
the bartenders. They are actually
interested in talking to you.”
The bar scene at .Mustang Alley
has become a huge success I langes
said, yet the coffeehouse has had
little attention. People get coffee on
their way to class or work, but no
one stops to enjoy it there.
“We want to emphasize that
Mustang Alley isn't just a place to
drink,” Hanges said. “It’s also a
place to sit back with your friends
and unwind. We don’t want people
to just get their coffee and go, we
want them to sit down and let the
employees have a chance to get to
know them better.”
By offering free wireless
Internet, the Alley is a great place to
relax and get a little studying done.
Mustang Alley not only offers
coffee and alcohol, it has an exten
sive amount of food items available.
This includes grilled paninis,
grilled cheese and grilled peanut
butter and jelly, hangover hash
(eggs, potatoes, bacon and cheese
with grilled tortillas and salsa),
breakfast sandwiches, etc.
“If someone doesn’t want to deal
with the hysteria of downtown,
we’re the perfect alternative,”
Hanges said, “just stop by, have a
drink, grab some food and have a
great time.”

caess IRTO tri i i i i

THINK OUTSIDE
FOUR PERPENDICULAR SIDES ON A
GEOMETRICALLY SOUARED BASE.

It takes ingenuity, teamwork and a great deal of effort to pull off some of the high-profile
engineering projects being done in the United States Air Force. Engineers who come aboard
are immediately put on the fast track and have advancement opportunities typically not
found in the private sector. From weapons systems and space station materials to the next
generation of X-planes, whatever the project is, it's always fresh, always important and
always cutting edge. If this sounds like something you might be interested in, visit our Web
site at AIRFORCE.COM or call us at 1-800-423-USAF to request more information.
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The walls of Mustang Alley sport Cal Poly’s green and gold colors and
flat screen TV’s. They have a full-bar, a jukebox and a patio outside.

Beasde Boys are older
but are not m ore mature
Alex Veiga
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LONC; BEAC:H — The members p a g e a n t, R 'p e a te d ly .”
of Beastie Boys aR* flashing liquor and
“It involves certain kinds of da*ss,
cash while betting on a street-level certain kinds of festivities, celebra
parlor game, with a Jewish twist.
tions, fe.Tsts or food.” Yauch said. “You
Instead of a 40-ounce brew. don’t just nosh, you feast. You don’t
Adrock throttles a bottle of just thniw on some clothes, you get
Manischewitz wine. In lieu of dice, dassed, and these a a the diffeantiaMCA tosses a dreidel as Mike I) tion.”
hangs back with a gold Kiddush cup.
When the ganip eventually ukes
Moments later, MC'A (real name the stage, they strut, jump and flex
Adam Yauch), the band’s self-styled their brand of old-school rap in bright
Kung Fu master, chops through a gaen and yellow track suits.
thick stack of matzo bread like Bruce
Fans can look forward to hearing
Lee busting through three-ply the group’s bij^^est hits during their
mahogany.
tour, which started Sept. 10 in
Now, a string of critical and com 1)enver.
mercial success behind them, the sea
The B Boys a a determined to
soned rap slingers fmm New York aa* keep action on the stage lighthearted,
taking their summer hit album, “To despite the fact that over the years.
The 5 Bomughs,” on
they’ve gaiwn
tour.
more
socially
The Boys aa‘ all
conscious. Their
^ ^Yeah, we could put on
nearing or fresh into
passion for caus
o u r fliglit suits and go
their 40s, but they’re
es
such
as
not short on rhymes.
down there smoking
Tibeun freedom
9?
“You could look
and their opposi
roaches in the stairwell.
at it like, here’s a
tion to the war
group that’s been
— ADAM YAUCH
in Iraq a a well
B e a s ti e B o y s
around for a while,
known.
been in the game for ■ |■ ■ |■ |||||■ ■ ||
But they’a
a while,” Mike D
not intent on weighing down their
(the I) stands for Diamond) says back- pageant with political paaching.
stage at the Long Beach Arena, the
“We aalize people aa paying
fourth stop on their U.S. tour.
good, hard-earned pageantry cash, so
“But at the same time, I feel like we try keep the focus on that,”
we’re brand new to the pageantry Diamond says.
game,” he says.“We’ve only just begun
During the Long Beach show,
within the world of pageant. That’s thea a a sparse afeances to Bresident
given us an entire new lea.se on life.” Bush. There’s a short video of
Is he joking? You never can tell “Saturday Night Live” alum Will
with the Beastie Boys. Especially after Ferall portraying Bush-as-idiot.
several small dog?» t>pen the show by
Despite their feelings on Bush, the
jumping through hoops and walking group would consider a White House
show, if asked, Yauch said.
on wiR*s to carnival music.
“Yeah, we could put on our flight
“We should make it clear that this
is not a concert tour, so much as a suits and go down thea smoking
traveling pageant,” says Yauch. “We maches in the stairwell.”

Dovwiload of the

I

Donovan Frankenreiter
It Don't Matter^
Pro'surfer Frankenreiter brings some funk on
the first track from his self-titled dehut. He i.s
signed to Jack Johnson's new lahcl, Rrushfirc
Records.

Want to Get Paid Based on
How Hard You Work?
The Republican Party has opportunities available NOW!

The harder you work the more money you make
registering people to VOTE!

We supply the leads, locations, supplies,
and pay a $12 premium for each person you
register to vote!

Call Josh at (805) 541-4010 or email iosharbenz(a)hotmail.com.
Or just stop by at 1171 Toro St. Ste. A. in San Luis Obispo.
Positions available in all of San Luis Obispo County
Unlimited number of positions available
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Soccer

afternoon. Kelsey Carroll recorded
six shots and Erin Martin came off
continued from page 12
the bench to add four, but the
Women's soccer
Mustangs couldn’t get the ball past
C'al Poly outshot the University Torero goalkeeper Karen Cook,
of San Diego 21-11 but had to who notched 13 saves. Liz Hill had
settle for a 0-0 draw in a double- three saves for Cal Poly. The game
overtime,
non-conference was marred by 33 personal fouls
wom en’s soccer match Sunday — 20 on San Diego — and there

8be$&ltr
ACROSS
1 Poi source
5 "The Thin M a n '
dog
9 Rum-soaked
cakes
14 Stench

Sbne0

Cro-ssword
35 Funnel-shaped
36 Craze
38 Hurry
39 Activities that
generate no
money
42 Surgery spots,
for short

15 Where an
honoree may sit 43 Indians of New
York
16 Friend, south of
44 Jack who ate
the border
no fat
17 Rocket
45 Seeded loaves
scientist’s
employer
47 Dog-tag
wearers, briefly
18 Prefix with
potent
48 Choirs may
stand on them
19 Alpine song
49 Overly
20 Not much
51
23
_______ glance
(quickly)
52
24 Center of
59
activity
61
25 Grammys, e.g.
62
29 Tip for a
ballerina
63
31 Aide; Abbr.
M
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EcJited by Will Shortz
1 z li
Peru’s capital
i Back tooth
Slips
Fizzless, a s a
soft drink

0 F
U
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No. 0816

n

10 TT 77 7T

nr

17
M

DOWN
Cargo weights
Sandler of “Big
Daddy"
55
Painter Bonheur
55
Face-lo-face
exam

Takes a s one's
own
Pago-Pago's
land
Salon
Loser to D.D.E.
application
twice
Where Nepal is
Boatswains, e g.
Louisiana
waterway
R rated, say
Poker payment 10 Microscopic
organism
Confess
11 Bridge
Tutu material
declarations
Rude look
12 Questionnaire
datum

ANSW ER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

w'as one yellow card assessed
against Torero
Leigh
Ann
Robinson.
Cal Poly is now 4-1-3 on the
season following its second score
less tie. San Diego’s record is 4-61 after playing four matches in the
last eight days.
Cal Poly now faces UC Irvine
Friday at Mustang Stadium.

Note after fa
Scottish beau
"A League of
___ Own" (1992
comedy)
Cast member
'What m e ___ T
Liqueur flavorer
Speed (up)
Blackmailer's
evidence
Burden
English county
Ravi Shankar's
instrument

nr

45
46

TT

57” 55^

BT

1

FT

5T
kuzzi* by joy Ò. Parami

34 Checkups

48 Directs (to)
50 Stream bank
cavorter

55 Ranch
newborn

37 St. Francis’
birthplace
40 Lingo

51 *___ you" ("You
go first")

57 Capital south of
Venezia

41 Raises
46 "A Streetcar
Named Desire
woman

53 Connecticut
campus
54 Unique
individual

36 1052, in a
proclamation

52 Clout

56 Diabolical

58 Whack
59 Bank amenity,
for short
60 Pair

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656. $1 20 a minute; or with a
credit card 1-800-814 5554
Annual subscnoiions are available tor the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years 1-888-7-A CR O SS
Online subscriptions Totlay's puzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles, nytimes com/crosswords (S34 95 a year)
Share tips nytimes corn/puzzleforum Crosswords for young
solvers nytimes com/leariung/xwords

Volleyball
continued from page 12

hit .051 on the match.
Cal Poly jumped out to a 4-1
lead in game one, but U C R ran
off eight straight points, three
coming on aces by Murphy, to
take a 9-4 lead.The Highlanders
built the margin to nine at 1910, then coasted to a 30-21 win.
The Mustangs hit -.156 (7-1232) in the game, while the
Highlanders hit .000 (7-7-28).
Game
two
saw
the
Highlanders and Mustangs trade
points early, and the game stood
at 7-7 off a kill by sophomore
middle Willemina StikkerBreemhaar.The kill started a 4-0
run that made the score 10-7
and the Highlanders never
looked back, not allowing the
Mustangs to get closer than two
points for the rest of the game
and pulling away at the end for a
30-21 w'in. The Highlanders hit
.289 (19-8-38) in the game.
Game three
was close
throughout,
with
the
Highlanders clinging to a 19-18
lead following a 5-3 run by the
Mustangs. But the Highlanders
got four straight points on kills
by Bueno and DeKiewiet, a
block by sophomore middle
Janiece Manuel and Murphy and
a Mustang error to make it 2318. The Highlanders ran off a 73 run to finish the game and the
match.
Emily Doris and Nicole
Bertotti led C'al Poly offensively,
with seven kills each. Arleen
Paperny had 10 digs for the
Mustangs.
C'al Poly returns to action
with home matches against C'.al
State Northridge on Friday and
Pacific on Saturday. Both match
es m Mott Gym start at 7 p.m.

Corner
continued from page 12

A. — Every week it feels great to
win, period. At the end of the year,
you’ll look back and you’ll value dif
ferent moments differently, but you
don’t know when they are. It’s like m
a game; you don’t know when the
most important play of the game is.
Eveiy week we say this is the most
important game of the year and it is
because it is the only one we get to
play for a whole week. Something
you love to do that you only get to do
once a week, that’s a big deal.
Q. — This year’s defense is notably
different from those in the past. What
do you think has contributed to their
success?
A. — There’s a level of under
standing about how we manage the
field and how we manage an oppo
nent. We have guys you would cate
gorize as genuine weapons; who can
make plays above and beyond what
the system might call for in a given
situation.
Q .— You’re 3-0 right now; do you
think the team will go undefeated?
A. — That’s something that does
n’t even come up. What I’m trying to
do is come up with a way to go
undefeated this week. We’re moving
forward now with South Dakota
State and that’s our whole world.
We’re not going to let people engage
as in a conversation about what
might be on the horizon because
we’ve got to get our head down and
get to work.
Q. — How did it feel to be named
NCiAA Division I-AA Independents
C'oach of the Year in 2(KI3?
A. — It W.1S nice because that’s
something you get from your peers.
When your peers mcognize you've
(.lone something well that feels gotid
They experience the same ups and
down, they wear the same shoes you
do. have the same challenges and it
those guvs respect the job you .ire
doiiu; then that feels m>od.

CLASSIFIED
HELP W.A.NTED
Student Programmers
COM Technologies, Inc
WWW cdmtech com
Java expenence, CSC 101-103
(or equivalent) required
CSC 205-206, Perl, XML/XSLT
and UML preferred
15-20 hours per week for at
least one year (full time during
school breaks)
Starting Salary:
$8 00 to $16.00 per hour
Submit resume by fax 541-1221
or email phyllis(?)cdmtech.com

CMRG IS actively looking for
research candidates who have
sprained an ankle Please call
805-549-7570 within 48 hours of
injury for more information about
this research study of an
investigational medication If
eligible, you will be reimbursed for
your time and effort

HELP WANTED

ANNOUNCEMENTS

CAMPUS CLUBS

FOR SALE

Coast to Coast Search Begins to
Reunite Daughters and Their
Biological Fathers on National
Television!
Established television producers
from such shows as America’ s
Next Top Model are currently
conducting a coast-to-coast search
to reunite daughters and their
biological fathers on national
television The producers are
providing an opportunity of a life
time by helping to turn people’s
dreams into a reality! They are
searching for young women over
18 who have been separated from
their biological father at infancy,
and men who have been
separated from their biological
daughters, to participate in a
television program about being
reunited If you are ready to be
reunited with your biological father
or daughter, call 818-563-4131
For more information, please visit
W W W . reuniteontv.com

A u d itio n s

Interested in doing community ser
vice? Rush Alpha F>hi Omega, the
national co-ed community
service fraternity Info night
Monday (9 /2 7 ) at 8pm in 3-206
Bowling social on Tuesday (9 /2 8 )
at Mustang Lanes at 8pm Come
join us! Questions? Email
aphiorush(«>hotmail com or call
Kristen at 805-550-8155

New 200 4 Giant XTC
Mountain/racing bike Blue,
aluminum/carbon fiber, 21 speed,
17” Retail value $2200, sale for
$1200, 805-489-2743

GET YOUR CLASSIFIED AD IN
THE DAILY NOWH

Come and audition for this year's
wildest black comedy Edward
.Albee’s “The American Dream”
Auditions will be held in the HP
Davidson Music Building (45),
room 212, starting at 7pm on
Sept 30 through Oct 1
Everyone is welcome so come by
and check things out Dream
roles for an aspiring actor

Green Party of SLO
Register to Vote
David Cobb for President
www.votecobb org

s lo .g re e n s .o rg

Bartender Trainees Needed
Earn $ 1 0 0 - $200/shift
No experience necessary
International bartender school will
be back in SLO one week only
Day/Eve classes Job placement
pt time /full time openings, limit
ed seating, call today!
1-800-859-4109
www.bartendusa la

Attention all English
Majors!
The English Club’s first General
Meeting will be held Thursday,
Sept 30 11-12 (UU hour) in room
219 Meet fellow English majors
and find out about this year's
events and activities Everyone’s
welcome! Refreshments provided!

SHOUT OUTS!
Every Thursday, FREE! Call Christi
756-1143

HOMES FOR SALE
Affordable!! 2BR -i- 1 5BA
mobile home in SLO Clean
$69,000, make offer! Vintage
Investment Properties 489-8800,
1-800-549-6996

Miscellaneous
Partying?

www.buypartygear.com

Place your classified now! Sell
your books, make an
announcement, whatever! Reach
the entire carr^us and
downtown! Call Christ! at
*
756-1143 or submit one online at
www.mustangdaily.net
I
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COACHES’

CORNER

Cross country upsets Stanford
MUSTANG DMLY S W F REPORT

This week’s spotlight on ...

Football coach Rich Ellerson
Editor’s note: The Coaches’ Corner is
a quesrion-.uid-answer section that will
run each Monday. A coach will be selected
each week to parocipate.
Nicole Stivers
MUSTANC DAILY

Over his four years of coaching Cal
Poly football, coach Kich Ellerson has
seen his program evolve and grow.
This year the team has jumped out to
a 3-0 record as it looks for success in
the inaugural sea.son of the Great West
Conference.
On Saturday, the Mustang Daily sat
down with the 2(K)3 Division I-AA
Coach of the Year. Ellerson reflected
upon the teams’ good start and com
mented on what looms ahead.
Q. — What sets Cal Poly football
apart fix)m other schools?
A. — The idea that we have guys
that are passionate about the game of
football and dead serious about their
education. We have five engineers
starting on defense. We have managed
to find the balance and the connec
tion between the idea that athletics
and academics are not opposed to one
another. It’s not like we have to wear
two completely diffemiit hats during
the course of the day, the week, or
their careers here. Athletics in general
and ftHitball in particular, is a leader
ship laboratory. Those lessons learned,
those values that are imprinted in the
course of a sea.son come back to you
tenfold in life, in any professional pur
suit.
Q. — What’s the bij^est difference
going to be for you and your team
about being in a conference this year?
A. — Well it’s one more thing to
play for. Over time, I believe we’ll start
to build relationships and rivalries. It’s
something else for the fans to look
forward to; it’s something else in the
off-sea.son to talk about. Once you’re
actually into the season it’s not some
thing you dwell on.
Q. — Are you focusing on any
teams in the conference more than
others?
A. — In the pre-sea,son and the
off-season w u can talk about things
like that. Now we are right in the
middle of (the season] and we aren’t
talking about that. We have a natural
rivalry with Davis. It’s one of fierce
competitiveness but mutual respect.
Q. — Can you tell me a little bit
about the quarterback situation; is
there ever going to be a full-time
starter?
A. — There may be, but at the
same time we feel we are fortunate
that we have three guys that can play
that position. It’s a fact that none of
them have distanced thenrselves from •
the other two. They have overlapping
abilities; all of them can threw but
some throw better than others, all of
them can run, but some run better
than others, all of them are gotxl deci
sion makers but some days some guys
can see it better than others.
Q. — So, how would it feel to win
the conference championship?
see Corner, page 11

The Cal Poly men’s cross coun
try team countered Stanford with
depth in the men’s H,(KMJ-meter
race Saturday at the Stanford
Invitational.
No. lU Cal Poly upset the No.
2 ranked Stanford cross country
team in the nation.
Stanford placed the first and sec
ond place runners
Stanford runners finished 1-2 as
Peter Meindl and Neil Davis were
clocked in 23 minutes, 52 seconds
and 23:56 respectively, but the
Mustangs beat the Cardinal 43-79
in the final team standings.
Blake Swier led the way for Cal
Poly, finishing fourth in 23:59.
Mustang teammate Brandon Cfollins
was ninth in 24:20 while Ryan
Moorcroft finished 10th in 24:20.
Mustang runners Phillip Reid,
Andy Coughlin, Jeff Porto and Tom
Phelps finished 12th through 15th
respectively.The top seven Mustang
runners finished within 26 seconds
of each other.
In the women’s 6,000-meter
invitational race. Cal Poly finished
second to No. 1 Stanford, 34-84.
There were 20 schools in both the
men’s and women’s races.
Stanford grabbed the top four
positions in the women’s race, led
by Anita Siraki in 21:14.
Cal Poly was led by Amber
Simmons, eighth in 22:16. Katie
Murphy was 12th in 22:31 while
Rachel Peters finished 13th in
22:32.
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In both 2002 and 2003« the Mustangs finished second-to Stanford
at the Stanford Invitational. This year Cal Poly upset the Cardinal.
Other Mustang finishers were Hancock, 67th in 24:01.
Rachael Lange, 21st in 22:49;
Cal Poly hosts its own invitationJuliann Baker, 30th in 23:05; Lauren al Oct. 16 at the Cuesta/Fairbanks
Magdaleno, 31st in 23:06; and Julie Memorial Cross Cfountry Course.

Volleyball drops a pair on the road
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF REPORT

The women’s volleyball team
stumbled through the weekend
dropping both of its games to
Big West conference teams.
Cal Poly has yet to win a con
ference game at 0-3, 2-10 over
all.
In the first game. Cal State
Fullerton swept Cal Poly 3-0
Friday night in Titan Gym 3021,30-28 and 30-18.
The Mustangs hit .241 as a
team but fell to 2-9 overall and
0-2 in the Big West. Cal State
Fullerton, which had a .336 hit
ting percentage, improved to 7-4
and 1-2.
Emily Doris and Kayla Mulder

W G o lf carts
fourth-place
in Idaho

each had a dozen kills for Cal
poly. Courtney Holman added
seven kills.
Kristen Jackson led the
Mustangs defensively with 21
digs and Holman added 12.
Mulder had two solo blocks and
assisted on three others.
Lauren Goins notched 18 kills
to lead Cal State Fullerton offen
sively. Vanessa Vella had 17 digs
and Goins added 10. Tiffany
Dolven recorded four solo
blocks and two assisted blocks.
The Highlanders (8-4, 0-2)
fell to UC Santa Barbara in four
games Friday night.
In the second game. Junior
outside hitter Jamie DeKiewiet

had a match-high 19 kills and hit
.371, leading the UC Riverside
Highlanders to a 30-21, 30-21,
30-21 win over the Mustangs in
a Big West match at the Student
Recreation Center in Riverside
on Saturday.
The Highlanders moved to 94 overall and 1-2 in the Big West.
Valerie Bueno had 11 kills for
the Highlanders, who hit .255
(49-22-106) on the match.
Junior setter Kym Murphy had
46 assists. U C R recorded 45 digs
compared to the Mustangs’ 27.
For the Mustangs, Emily Doris
and Nicole Bertotti led the team
with seven kills each. Cal Poly
see Volleyball, page 11

Rebecca Norris and Jessica
Huss led the women’s golf team to
fourth place Saturday in the 54hole Lady Vandal Fall Invitational
women’s golf tournament hosted
by the University of Idaho.
The Invitational was the first of
the Cal Poly women’s golf season.
Coach
Scott
C artw right’s
Mustangs carded a four-person
318 in the final round on the
6 ,107-yard, par-72 University o f
Idaho Golf-Course and finished
with a 950 total.
Norris, who was in fifth place
after Fridays two rounds with a 79
and 74, finished with an 83
Saturday for a 236 total.
Huss moved up from 15th place
with her final-round 77.
Both tied for 10th place overall.
Idaho swept the top three posi
tions in the individual standings
and won the eight-team tourna
ment with a 907 total, followed by
Montana (940) and Eastern
Washington (‘M9).
Renee Skidmore o f Idaho was
first overall with a 71-74-77—
222 total, three strokes ahead of
Vandal
teammate
Cassie
Castleman. Jennifer Tucker of
Idaho was third with a 227 total.
Other Mustang finishers were
Gina Drago, tied for 16th place
with a 77-83-78 — 238 total;
Madison Butler, tied for 32nd
place with an 82-83-80 — 245
total; and Heather McGinnis, tied
for 44th place with an 88-78-90
— 256 total.
C'al Poly travels next to Post
Falls, Idaho, to play in the
Gonzaga
Inland
Empire
Invitational on Monday and
Tuesday.
The C'al Poly mens team partic
ipates at the Pacific Invitational
today and Tuesday.
This year the women’s golf
team features six freshmen, one
sophomore, three juniors and four
seniors.
Following the Gonzaga Inland
Empire Invitational, the next
women’s team invitational isn’t
until Oct. 25-26. at the CSMB
Invitational Bayonet/Blackhorse.

SOCCER ROUNDUP

M ens soccer outshoots San Jose State, settles for tie

MATT W EC H TE R MUSTANC. DAIIY

Cal Boly outshot San Jose State 28-16 but couldn’t score in 90 minutes

Moses Venegas and Nikhil
It’s the same story for the
women’s team as it settles for 0- Erlebach each had five shots for
0 draw after a 21-11 shot advan Cal Poly and Francisco Marmolejo
added four.
tage. Men also tie 0-0.
Mustang freshman goalkeeper
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF REPORT
Jeremy Coupe recorded two saves
Cal Poly and San Jose State bat while Daniel Benton had 14 saves
tled to a scoreless draw in a dou for San Jose State.
With the tie. Cal Poly is 3-1-2
ble-overtime
non-conference
men's soccer match Saturday night on the season while San Jose State
is 1-.5-1.
before 778 in Mustang Stadium.
Cal Poly outshot San Jose State
Cal Poly returns to action
28-16, including an 18-7 advan Sunday, with another non-confer
tage in shots on goal, but couldn't ence match against Alabama AAM
score the game-winner in 90 min at 1 p.m. in Mustang Stadium.
utes of regulation or two 10minute overtime periods.
see Soccer, page 11

